CoreNet Global's Benelux Chapter Calls for Entries in 2012 Student Awards

BRUSSELS, 25 October 2011 - CoreNet Global’s Benelux Chapter has announced a call for entries into their 2012 Student Awards competition, with submissions requested by 23rd December 2011.

The successful annual Award, which is now in its fourth year, are open to Master of Real Estate students and post graduates across Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg, and are designed to celebrate the most innovative and ground breaking thesis on corporate real estate management written in the last year.

The winning entry will be presented at the Benelux Chapter's New Year event in January, and the winner will also be offered a trip as a guest at the next CoreNet Global EMEA Summit in September 2012.

Academic students and Post Academic Masters students are both invited to enter this year’s award. Their thesis should have been written between September 2010 and September 2011. Students are invited to submit a summary of 4 pages, a letter of recommendation and their complete thesis in pdf format before December 23rd. 2011.

2011’s winner was Richa Singh, a graduate from Delft University of Technology, who was awarded the prize for her thesis "Organizations Location Choices – drivers for the clustering and dispersal of functions across geographical area".

The paper was successful because it was judged to make an outstanding and innovative contribution to the development of CREM (Corporate Real Estate Management), uniquely combining both urban economic and CREM disciplines and making them applicable at an organizational level.

For further information, please visit our website benelux.corenetglobal.org or contact CoreNet Global Benelux Board member Monique Arkesteijn, (m.h.arkesteijn@tudelft.nl).

Notes to Editors

About CoreNet Global
CoreNet Global is the world's leading association for corporate real estate (CRE) and workplace professionals, service providers and economic developers. Our 7,000 members, who include 70 percent of the top 100 U.S. companies and nearly half of the Global 2000, meet locally, globally and virtually to develop networks, share knowledge, learn and thrive professionally.

In the EMEA region, CoreNet Global has active regional chapters including Benelux, Central Europe, the United Kingdom and the Middle East, plus a France Networking Group.

For more information, visit www.corenetglobal.org.